October 2015 Alpha Tracker Release Notes
New Features / Changes (SVN1712)
1. The 
Product Typical Of 
field has been moved to below the 
Full Analysis 
field on the Fibre Analysis screen, and re-named to 
Standard Reported
Comments
.
2. The Documents window now allows you to upload files to subfolders. Use the dropdown list on the 
to sub-folder 
field to select the required subfolder,
then click the 
Choose File 
button on 
Upload file 
to select the file that you want to upload.

3. New search options have been added to the "All Calls/Tasks" screen. You can now search by Client ID, Name, Project Number, Quotation Ref, Contact
Name, Action Type and Due Date.
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4. A Calls/Tasks tab has been added onto the Client Details screen to show all calls and tasks related to the selected client.

5. Re-Inspection changes:
- "LocationName", "Material1", "MaterialCode1", "Identification1", "AsbestosScore", "Building", “Site” and “Site Address” and all the "old" priority
assessment descriptions have been added to all three functions which generate the XML files.
- A new setting has been added which allows you to change the "S" approach to the "PS" approach if required when generating XMLs for
Re-Inspections.
- There is a new client specific setting to stop NAG/LAG items going through for re-inspections. The setting is “Clients which don't require NAG/LAG
items for re-inspections”. The “SendBackAllData_reinspection” setting must be set to “no” for this new setting to take effect.
6. It is now possible for certain clients’ clients to be allowed to carry out their own re-inspections by re-directing the XMLs produced for re-inspection.
This is a feature that requires set-up by Start Software.
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7. A new button has been added onto the Invoice screen that allows you to make a copy of the selected line.

8. There is a new repository setting allowing users to change the name of the Clients folder within the document store: “Client Folder Name”. The default
is "Clients".
9. There is a new repository setting to prevent “dangerous” file types from being uploaded by clients through the Client Portal:
“InvalidClientUploadFileExtensions”. You can specify a comma-separated list of banned file extensions eg “.exe,.com”. The default list is “.exe., .com”.
10. It is now possible to select a subfolder in the Documents folder and view the documents just for that subfolder. Click on the down arrow in the Search
box to display the available subfolders, or start typing in the Search box and it will auto-complete to the subfolder names. Select a subfolder and press
Enter 
to see the documents in the selected folder only .
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11. There is a new maximum of 1000 documents in a Documents folder.
12. A new repository setting lets you hide the financials from all users who aren't on the list. It hides: Estimated Total Project Value, Quotation Value, the
Finance tab and the Invoice section on the Project as well. The setting is “Hide financials from all users apart from this list”. The user IDs of those
permitted to see financial details need to be added as a comma-separated list, eg “RobinB,DanD”. If the setting is blank then financial details are not
hidden.
13. A new repository setting, "Use Structured Client Folders", if set to "yes", uses the first letter of the Client ID as a subfolder. Eg Client files\B\B0098.
14. Lab changes:
- Lab re-checks are now recorded on a Fibre Analysis screen.
- There is a new “Status" field on the Analysis tabs that indicates whether the analysis is original or from a re-check. This is set automatically.
- If a sample is marked as a re-check, then the original analysis and the Surveyor’s Assessment is blanked out on the Fibre Analysis screen. The original
analysis is made visible if the recheck is the same as the original when the record is saved.
- The “original” tabs are hidden when opening the screen in "re-check" mode.
- There is a new “Correct Analysis” field that defaults to "original" and which shows whether the original or the re-check analysis is being used as the
final, correct analysis.
- A new Resolve Disputes menu option and screen lists any samples where the original and re-check analyses are different and need resolving. This
provides a quick way for the person resolving disputes to update the records.
- The Lab Check screen has been amended and a key at the bottom of the screen explains the new columns.
- Selecting samples for re-checking can now be based on either 20% of points or samples.
- The logged in user cannot enter re-checks for their own samples.
You can find more details on the changed Lab procedures in the updated Lab chapter of the Alpha Tracker User Guide.
15. The "Reported Comment" field on the Fibre Analysis screen is now a dropdown. This dropdown now reads from the Lab Lookup list. It's looking for
records with a Type of "ReportedComment".
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16. Checked By, Checked Date, Correct Analysis and Overlimit have all been added to the Fibre Analysis Records screen.

If a sample was an overlimit one, then the row is displayed with a red background colour.
The limits take effect the point after the limit now, not on the limit.
17. A new feature lets you add bulk samples to the Site Register. There is a new tab on the bulk sample screen, called Register which has a button to push
the samples onto the Site Register. This then creates a survey record and the relevant survey item records.
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18. When Word invoices are generated, the invoice file is no longer auto downloaded, instead a message box is displayed when the invoice has been
generated with a download link for the invoice.
19. The logging of Fibre Analysis changes has been extended to provide a more detailed audit trail. This is displayed on the Lab Warnings screen. The Lab
Warnings screen now also lists details of manual changes made to Identification on the Survey Items screen.

20. The “Easy-Close” option on the Projects menu now includes the 
Status 
field. In addition, the 
Invoiced
field now reads from both Tracker invoices and
also from the external invoices.
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21. Changes have been made to the Lab Project List to add a new column showing samples waiting to be analysed - “#Samples In Lab". Also, total values
have been added to the bottom of the list - go to the last page of displayed Lap Projects to see the totals.

22. There is a new 
Event Location 
field on the Calendar’s Add/Edit Event screen which displays the site address and postcode. A Map link next to this lets
you display the location on a map.
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In addition, there is a new "Documents"link in the Event Name/Description field which enables users to see and access all project documents from
within the appointment on the phone.
23. It is now possible to specify the order in which generated XMLs are pushed down to a handset. A new setting, “SQL Order By Statement for XML
Generation” controls this. If no setting is present, the default order will be used, which is Building, floor, location etc.
24. There is a new hint under the "Specifications" box the Quotations screen which explains how to insert a page break into your generated quotation in
the middle of your Specification text. Type "<PageBreak>” into your specification text where you want the page break to be inserted.
25. On the Register and Client Portal pending records are now included and display a pending icon, a little "?" at the start of the record - just like the show
on web flag. These indicate that a record is being re-inspected but the re-inspection has not yet been finalised. When the report produced date is
updated on the Re-inspection the pending icon is cleared.

A
ll items in the Re-inspection will be set to "ShowOnWeb" if the previous records were marked as "ShowOnWeb". This means that the records will display straight away on
the Client Portal, but will be marked with the Pending icon.

26. On the Home page, there are three new grids that show counts of documents completed today, in each queue.
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27. There is a new search on the Client Portal Registers for LAG items which means that you can see LAG items on the Registers.
28. Quick Search fields are now available on the Report Formats, Register Formats and Sample Page Formats screens (these are all displayed from the
Document Production menu, under Setup).
29. Amendment of the 
Analysed By 
field on Fibre Analysis records is limited to Superusers.
30. The way sites are created on a project has changed. It now prompts you before creating the site to confirm that you wish to create a new site.If you
confirm, then a new site is created.

31. On the Client Portal, the logo which appears on the main menu is now a fixed width of the menu panel. Also, the Site grid now shows the UPRN (Site
Reference from the Site) in the "[]" instead of the site ID. If there is no Site reference, the "[]" are not shown. In the "Our Contact Details" section the
address fields have been changed to separate fields for each line.
32. Logging of access to information on the Client Portal has been extended so that you can now see:
- each item viewed either in the site register or the report register
- when the document list is viewed
- when the document preview is generated (by Google Document Previewer)
To see this audit logging, use the Setup|System|Access Log menu option.
33. A new setting lets you tag individual projects for display on the client portal to any number of client IDs in addition to the “owning” client’s ID. You
specify the additional client IDs in a new field on the Project, Linked Client IDs.
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These linked projects appear on the client portal in their own section - to make it clear that they are special projects made available to the client
logging in.
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Fixes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Users in the Client Admin group are able to view the "Other Documents" and the "Data Extracts" menu options.
Quick-Edit and Quick-View Survey Data menu options are both available to Superusers; Quick-Edit is also available to users in the Survey Admin group.
Sending of multiple emails when analysis of a batch is complete has been prevented.
The re-inspection functions have been changed to use the Approach table to look up the “PS” approach type.
Timing issue fixed on the Quick Start menus where previous project data could be opened instead of the just-entered project.
The occasional skipping or repeating of records on Survey Items when records-per-page set to 25 has been fixed by adding an extra sort on “ID”.
A new check has been added when creating projects to look for site buildings with the same building name as the site name. If one is found it will pull
through the UPRN from the site building.
When creating a new project for a site and the building gets created, it now checks to see if the site contains a UPRN (Site Reference). If it does, this
UPRN will be used when creating the new building for that particular project.
The lookup of the client record on new quotations has been changed so that the mobile number pulls through if it exists on the client record.
An issue with the duplication of master projects from the Client Details has been fixed.
A change has been made to the "loadFibreAnalysis" trigger to ensure the Product Type score is updated automatically from the Analyst’s Assessment
on Fibre Analysis. If necessary the Material Score and the Total Risk Score are also re-calculated.
Increased the maximum length on the re-issue reason to be 100 characters.
An issue with geocoding outside of the UK has been fixed. The latitude and longitude are being used.
Fixed issue when saving a new client with an apostrophe in the client name or the client ID.
An egg timer is now displayed when third party re-inspection XML records are being generated and new fields have been added.
When raising an invoice, the payment terms were not pulling through, but the date was getting calculated correctly. This has been fixed.
The SubGroup dropdown on the Staff screen has been changed to show the full list of available options without the need to start typing.
All site buildings are now being pulled into the project buildings screen.
New code added to replace the special characters such as "/" in the document file name when generating Bulk Certificates from the Sample Setup
screen.
The Client ID now pulls through if the project number is manually entered on the Calendar’s Edit Events screen.
Users now appear in alphabetical order of name in the user groups (Web Security).

20.
21.
22. “Reason for Change” has been added onto the Survey Items screen and also added onto the Quick-Edit screen.

23. The "Load Results" button on bulk samples has been changed to accommodate changes to the analysis after the results had already been loaded.
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